INTRODUCTION
WEIDMANN19) used cable analysis to obtain the membrane constants of the false tendon of the kid heart. Attempts to apply the cable theory have also been made on the terminal Purkinje fiber of the dog heart and an equivalent linear cable consisting of several component fibers attached side by side was analyzed by MATSUDA9). Experimental verification of the cable theory on the regular cardiac muscle, however, seems to be extremely difficult because of the complicated syncycium-like structure of the myocardial fibers. WOODBURY et al. 21 ) proposed a planar model for the rat atrium, and TANAKA et al. 15 ), a lattice model for the mouse ventricle.
Both groups showed theoretically and experimentally that the extremely rapid spatial decline of a tonically applied potential can be expressed by a Bessel function. Thus, it seems strange that conduction of excitation in the ordinary cardiac muscle is known to occur with a high safety factor which is almost comparable to that of nerve and skeletal muscle fibers13, 17, 20) . These facts strongly suggest that a group of myocardial fibers works as a functional bundle as just pointed out in the mammalian smooth muscle16). KAMIYAMA and MATSUDA7) , to circumvent these complexities in fiber structure, utilized a partition chamber method for polarizing the ventricularmuscle fibers and showed that in these circumstances aggregates of muscle fibers could be regarded to behave as a one-dimensional cable. We used this partition chamber method to study the membrane constants and safety factors. of propagation in various portions of the dog heart.
METHODS
Puppies were sacrificed under pentobarbital anesthesia, and three kinds of preparations were made: (i) the pectinate muscle bundle of the right atrium, (ii) the false tendon and (iii) the papillary muscle of the right ventricle. The pectinate muscle bundle and false tendon were about 5-10mm in length, and the papillary muscle was isolated with its radix at the free wall of the ventricle. The thickness of these preparations was less than 1mm. Each preparation was mounted in a Lucite chamber and kept in Tyrode's solution aerated with 95% 02 and 5% CO2. Regular electrical stimulation at a rate of one per second was applied through small bipolar Ag-AgC1 electrodes placed on one end of the preparation.
Two microelectrodes were inserted in two myocardial cells 3 to 5mm apart longitudinally and used to measure conduction speed and the rate of rise of the action potential. Microelectrode resistances ranged from 10 to 20 megohms . The partition chamber method of KAMIYAMA et al.7) was used to measure the time and space constants of the myocardium (FIG. 1) . The chamber made of Lucite , was divided into two sections (A and B) by three close fitting, slotted plates (P). The cut end of the specimen was put through the slots in the two outside partitions and the middle slotted partition put in from above. Both chambers were filled with Tyrode's solution but only the one (B) which contained the larger part of the specimen was aerated. Polarizing current was applied between the two chambers through spiral Ag-AgCl electrodes put in each chamber.
The close fitting partitions by vaseline minimized leakage around the sample.
The electrotonic potential thus produced was recorded with a pair of microelectrodes (M), one inside and the other immediately outside of the muscle fiber.
The 
The time and space constants
The time and space constants of the different heart muscle fibers were determined using the method of KAMIYAMA and MATSUDA7) . FIGS. 3 and 4 show some of the results.
Full penetration of the cell with microelectrode was ascertained not only by the size and steadiness of the resting potential but also by the appearance of full-sized action potential due to rectangular cathodal polarization (FIG. 3) . The first step was to apply equal , weak cathodal and anodal polarizing currents.
A symmetrical electrotonic potential was taken to indicate the absence of appreciable initial artifact . Next, a series of electrotonic potentials produced by anodal polarizing current of different intensities were recorded.
These measurements were repeated at various distances from the partition (FIG. 4) . 3. Relative value of the safety factor of conduction as the muscle boundle A few attempts were made to determine the safety factor of conduction in cardiac muscle fibers, however, most of these were performed under special conditions5, 17). The safety factor in the normal myocardium of the dog was attempted to elucidate, here, by utilizing the local circuit theory on the cable-like fibers. BLAIR1) and OFFNER et al.11) derived an equation for the "safety factor" S , 
which again can be expressed as,
where Rm and Rm' are the membrane resistance during rest and spike potential. It was attempted to determine the ratio of Rm'/Rm as shown in FIG. 6 . The mean value of five preparations appeared to be 87% of the resting membrane resistance in the pectinate muscle of the atrium and 86% in the papillary muscle, while the values was less than 10% in case of the false tendon.
Taking these values, more reliable safety factors in the respective tissues were estimated.
They are listed in TABLE 1. A) Control record, B) application of anodal pulse, and C) superimposed tracing of a) and b). B: Papillary muscle. C: Pectinate muscle. In case of B and C, repetitive pulse were applied. The membrane resistance at the peak of action potential (R'm) was determined to be 13% less than in the resting state (Rm) in the pectinate muscle, and 14% less in the papillary muscle. In the false tendon R'm was less than 10% of Rm. on the puppy heart. The results depend apparently on the radius of the fiber (a). Though the radii of the single cells are measurable with a microscope, the functional radius during excitation may vary according to the complicated three dimensional structure of the muscle fibers . However, the partition chamber method makes the polarizing current flow uniformly through the fibers, presumably owing to mutual cancelling in effects of frequent branching and re-uniting of the fibers7). Thus, in the work muscle of the atrium and ventricle, the real single cell radius can be used . However, in the false tendon individual cell contacts occur not only at endto-end junctions but also at side-to-side ones. In this case the radius of the bundle rather than that of single cell should probably be used as the functional radius19 We wish to express our deep gratitude to Professor J. W. WOODBURY for his criticism and correction of this manuscript. This investigation was supported by a grant from the Ministry of Education (Japan).
